July 4, 2012

To Americans, Concerned Governments, and the United Nations Security Council
The Declaration of Independence declared, when a government becomes destructive “it is the right of the
people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new government”. Thus in 1776 the allegiance to the state
of Great Britain was dissolved and our country The United States of America was established under the
Articles of Confederation (1777).
However it did not take long for some of our Founding Fathers to recognize that the State centric Articles
were insufficient for adopting and enforcing a fair and uniformed set of principles, behaviors and
legislation across States. Thus our Constitutional framers established a Government where political
behavior and principles were defined and governed through executive, legislature, and judicial branches.
Additionally they had the wisdom to protect the individual rights of man through ratifying The
Constitution of the United States in 1791 with the Bill of Rights. They believed this structure of
governance would encourage a Republican Form of Rule while discouraging corruption and imperialist
ideologies.
Today evidence supports that the United States Party System has overthrown the principles of the
Constitution and the citizens have the legal and moral right to fight and take actions to regain control of
the United States Government.
Americans I was you – little knowledge of the Constitution, never heard the history and rationale behind
the articles and amendments and hardly understood that our daily activities were formed from the ideals
defined in the Constitution. Many Americans think they understand the Constitution or we deem them
experts; I am here to tell you most are uneducated, self-motivated and speak only for the advancement of
a corrupt Party System.
I repeat my request to the United Nations Security Council and all Member States – we would like
mediation or military force to resolve the issue of our Constitution being overthrown without consent of
the American People.
The evidence is as follows:
1. Millions of Americans are victims of brain and body science – the science controls
the body and the voice without consent of the person. This is defined as torture in
2340 US and in Section 7 of UN covenant for human rights.
This Violates Amendment 1-10 of our Constitution, known as the Bill of Rights. As
does the recent legislation where Military can be detained without a trial.
2. As a qualified Candidate for the Presidency of the United States I have not received
one interview – again others less qualified or unqualified have received coverage –
the concern remains NOT ONE call, donation, or interview which serves as evidence
of corruption.
3. The Formula for Peace highlights the definition of Liberty which the Supreme Court
defined in Meyer’s v Nebraska from Founders historical documents. The word liberty

is found in the Declaration of Independence, Amendment 5, Amendment 14 and the
Preamble. Key words are “life, liberty, and property.
Today majority of American Citizens can no longer achieve or protect “life, liberty
and property” due to unfair public education, overvalued USA Party assessed land
and brain and body torture.
4. Lastly Article 4, Section 4 offered a Guarantee to the People of the United States; we
had the right to a “Republican form of Government” defined as not Pure Democracy
or a Monarchy.
Since the 1990’s the Nation has moved to special interests, decision by public
opinion vs. public interest and the Constitutional statues. Furthermore public
surveillance utilizing crowd sourcing, private thoughts and suspicious activity all
violate the Constitution and the rights of the People.
In January of 2012 a letter was sent with no response from media, UN or United States government; and
my conceptualization Formula for Peace and Economics serves as further documentation of the demise of
my Nation. The Formula must be understood utilizing the foundation of the Constitution; having a home,
getting married, providing for a family, obtaining useful knowledge, without bodily restraint and
opportunity for a job.
When those ideals can no longer be achieved due to USA Party Control of land values to pay debt or fund
the abuse of citizens or foreigners with excessive security and medical surveillance we then have the
evidence to prove the USA Party System policies have overthrown the Constitution of the United States.
The torture has worsen and the Nation’s debt has worsen; there is no evidence that the Party System
understands the severity of our Nations Crisis and how to operate and function within the framework
defined and secured in the Constitution of the United States.

